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We all rely on water for life, making it our most precious resource. 
Protecting and restoring water quality still presents major challenges 
and often comes with a whopping price tag, especially in rural 
landscapes.
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Conservation practices have 
traditionally been (and still largely 
are) implemented on a voluntary 
basis, led by interested landowners. 
Local soil and water conservation 
district and watershed district staff 
would work with landowners to 
decide where and how to build 
conservation practices and try to 
predict how each practice would 
improve water quality and affect 
farm operations.

This approach produced results, 
but they ranged wildly in their 
effectiveness. Landowners and 
district staff lacked access to 
information they could use to 
identify the most effective locations 

for conservation practices. In a 
world with unlimited funding, we 
could implement every conservation 
practice we conceived—big or 
small—regardless of effectiveness, 
and appreciate the small gain in 
water quality that came with each 
one. 

But funding is scarce, and our 
efforts need to focus on the 
practices that will produce the 
greatest results. The State of 
Minnesota made this clear when the 
Legislature passed the Clean Water 
and Legacy Amendment, which 
asks for a better demonstration of 
how projects seeking funding will 
produce real results.

The Prioritize, Target, and Measure Application (PTMApp) allows 
the user to make informed decisions to protect and restore the water 
quality in rivers, streams, and lakes.

As we’ve seen in the headlines, this 
water quality issue extends beyond 
a local focus, as exemplified by the 
efforts to clean up Chesapeake Bay 
and low-oxygen waters threatening 
aquatic life in the Gulf of Mexico.

To help soil and water conservation 
district and watershed district staff 
and landowners, the International 
Water Institute (IWI)—in association 
with the Red River Watershed 
Management Board—wanted to 
provide better information at the 
local level. The goal was to provide 
data that would allow users to 
demonstrate the benefits and return 
on investment from conservation 
efforts. 

PTMAPP CREATION
HEI was selected as the consultant 
to create the new application, based 
on our knowledge of water quality 
and history of meeting the local 
needs of water quality practitioners.

The IWI and HEI faced a significant 
challenge: no one had yet found 
a practical way of putting the 
necessary information in the hands 
of local water quality practitioners. 
To resolve this dilemma, the team 
conceptualized and developed the 
Prioritize, Target, and Measure 
Application (PTMApp). 

ONE WATERSHED, 
ONE PLAN
PTMApp began producing results 
almost immediately after its launch, 
most notably in meeting the needs 
of One Watershed, One Plan 
(1W1P), a new statewide planning 
process in Minnesota.

The Minnesota Board of Water and 
Soil Resources (BWSR) describes 
its vision of 1W1P as an effort 

HOW PTMAPP WORKS

Prioritize
Establish the relative importance of resources within the area you 
manage. Lakes, streams, and wetlands are frequently potential 
resource concerns included in prioritization processes. Use PTMApp 
products in conjunction with other models and Zonation to help 
prioritize resource concerns. PTMApp can help select resources that 
are a priority and locations where management actions should be 
taken.

Target
Once possible best management practices (BMPs) locations are 
identified for feasibility, potential locations must be evaluated for 
their combined effectiveness. PTMApp can generate data to provide 
feasible locations for implementing practices that will provide 
measurable water quality improvements for priority resources. There 
are a number of factors that might influence preferred practices, 
including existing practices in place and landowner participation.

Measure
A measurable goal may be the load reduction needed to restore a
lake or river reach, or a maximum load to protect a resource. PTMApp 
can compare the estimated benefits of the Targeted Implementation 
Plan to water quality goals. Results of this analysis can show the 

scenarios that will provide the reductions needed to reach 
your planning goals. This information helps users 

implement the best possible practices in 
the most effective locations. 
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to “align local water planning on 
major watershed boundaries with 
state strategies towards prioritized, 
targeted, and measurable 
implementation plans.” It’s not a 
simple directive, but it is one that 
PTMApp was specifically designed 
to accomplish.

Before beginning the consolidation 
process, local stakeholders must 
agree on the challenges they 
face and the severity of each. 
PTMApp provides the concrete 
data that helps stakeholders come 
to a consensus. It also provides 
evidence to prove that local 

governments’ plans and resulting 
projects are targeted and will result 
in measurable benefits, which 
BWSR needs when providing 
funding.

The Root River One Watershed, 
One Plan Partnership (RR1W1PP)
was one of the first pilot plans in 
Minnesota to begin adopting the 
1W1P initiative. In the past, planning 
efforts struggled to estimate the 
water quality benefits that would 
result from targeted conservation 
practices, and 1W1P required 
targeted and measurable plans. 
But now, thanks to PTMApp, the 

RR1W1PP can truly assess the 
fiscal investment necessary to 
achieve individual water quality 
goals and devise a plan to do so.

Together, the RR1W1PP and HEI 
have developed a living plan that 
targets cost-effective solutions for 
reaching local water management 
goals.

Without a tool like PTMApp, 
it’s difficult to imagine 1W1P 
becoming a reality. But thanks to 
this tool, the RR1W1PP and other 
local governments can reduce this 
monumental undertaking into a 
simple and painless task. 

FUTURE SUCCESS 
STORIES
With the assistance of the PTMApp, 
those seeking to protect the water 
we all depend on finally have the 
tools they need to ensure the 
success of their projects. PTMApp 
has already assisted in large-
scale watershed planning efforts 
in Minnesota, North Dakota, and, 
soon, Iowa. Because of its initial 
success it will surely find a way to 
help those beyond the region.

Download PTMApp and learn more >> http://ptmapp.rrbdin.org
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HEI HIGHLIGHTS

PROTECTING AND IMPROVING 
NORTH DAKOTA'S INTERSTATE

HEI has designed

of I-29 and I-94

62 miles

It’s hard to imagine traveling across the country 
without a significant leg of the journey taking place 
on the interstate highway system. 

Before Dwight D. Eisenhower championed the interstate highway 
system in the 1950s, motorists had no choice but to travel along 
narrow, two-lane highways for hundreds or even thousands of miles.

Over the last 60 years, we have come to depend heavily on the 
interstate. But infrastructure, like everything, ages. And because the 
interstate has become an irreplaceable piece of our infrastructure, we 
must continue to maintain it. 

In North Dakota, HEI has worked closely with the North Dakota 
Department of Transportation to help do just that. Here are some of 
the projects HEI has completed thus far.  

Grade raises and improved drainage will now protect 
I-29 against overtopping during future flood events

The floods of 2011 and other years 
made travel along the interstate slow 
and dangerous

FLOOD PROTECTION
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CULVERTS

ENVIRONMENT

BRIDGES

AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC

18,400 12,000—I-29
6,400—I-94

More than 18,400 vehicles travel every single day along 
the stretches of interstate revitalized by HEI.

HEI installed dozens of new box culverts, improving drainage and 
reducing the likelihood of flooding along I-29 north of Fargo

These bridges along I-29 north of Fargo were reconstructed and 
raised to protect the structures from future flood events

HEI took special care with the I-94 project to preserve the beauty 
of the Badlands and Theodore Roosevelt National Park

Before

After

HEI SERVICES
These interstate rehabilitation 
projects required coordination of 
several of our fields of expertise.

Hydrology & 
Hydraulics

Survey

Transportation

Environmental

Construction 
Management

Flood Control

Structures

[ ]
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HEI HIGHLIGHTS

Turning Back the Clock in Grand Marais
Grand Marais Creek Outlet Restoration

In the early 1900s, a 6-mile natural outlet channel to 
the Grand Marais subwatershed was abandoned in 
favor of a new, manmade cutoff ditch. After a century 
of use, the cutoff ditch severely eroded into a deep 
and unmanageable gully, exhibiting head cutting 
to the point that banks failed well upstream and 
adjacent land was being lost. 

Before After
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AN OLD PROBLEM, 
AN OLD SOLUTION
In the search for a fix, it became 
apparent that, by restoring the 
original natural outlet, the Red Lake 
Watershed District (RLWD) could 
stop the unabated flow of sediment. 
The original outlet had been filled 
with sediment and farmed during 
dry years, resulting in the loss of the 
local hydrology, riparian and aquatic 
habitat, sustainable fish passage, 
local drainage capabilities, and 
future regional drainage potential.

The RLWD secured funding in 
2007 to finally restore the original 
outlet and end 100 years of erosion 
damage. By diverting low flows from 
the cutoff ditch to the original natural 
outlet, the Grand Marais outlet area 
will naturally stabilize and restore 
original hydrology to sustain aquatic 
and riparian habitat. 

To ensure desirable flow 
conditions, open-span bridges were 
constructed, promoting fish passage 
from the Red River through the 
restored channel and to the upper 
reaches of the Grand Marais system.

A LUSH RIVER LANDSCAPE
The outlet and river now provide a 
healthier and more robust aquatic 
and riparian habitat as well as nearly 
400 acres of wetland and native 
prairie vegetation habitat. Existing 
and future agricultural drainage 
is also better accommodated 
throughout the Grand Marais 
watershed and coincides with the 
natural resource values of the 
channel corridor. 

This is all thanks to the client’s 
desire to move the subwatershed 
back in time to when it was a 

Award Finalist
The Minnesota Environmental Initiative has selected this 
project as a finalist for Project of the Year in the natural 
resources category. Winners will be announced at the banquet 
on May 26. Learn more at environmental-initiative.org

healthier, thriving habitat. Through 
some clever tricks of engineering, 
the RLWD did just that.

THE 700-TON CHALLENGE
Seven hundred tons. That’s 1.4 
million pounds. Or 107 African Bush 
elephants. Or the average amount 
of sediment the Grand Marais outlet 
deposited into the Red River every 
single year before this project.

While the effects that sediment 
bring don’t always appear right 
away, steady deposits grow into big 
problems. Excessive sediment in 
suspension causes unhealthy water 
quality conditions and is a primary 
component of the Red River’s 
impaired waters classification. 

The deposits can also alter the 
flows of streams, leading to 
further erosion and increased 
flooding—something those who 
live in the Red River Valley have 
experienced enough of for one 
lifetime. In addition to restoring the 
habitat of the Grand Marais Creek, 
restoring the natural outlet will also 
significantly reduce the amount of 
sediment entering the Red River. 

By reducing the amount of sediment 
the Red River must accommodate, 
this project is doing its part to 
remove the Red River from the list 
of impaired waters.

A bird's-eye-view of a section of 
the 6-mile outlet channel 

Open-span bridges promoting
fish passage through channel

Restored channel confluence 
with the Red River
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FEATURED SERVICE AREA

CUTTING THROUGH 
THE RED TAPE

Featured Service Area: Environmental

What comes to our mind is how our 
projects interact with the physical 
environment and the communities 
we work in. It's important to us to 
evaluate these impacts throughout 
the development and implementation 
of our projects. 

Every project we complete affects 
some aspect of the physical and 
social landscape within its area. Our 
quality of life depends on the quality 
of our environment. HEI’s dedicated 
team of environmental professionals 
knows that all good projects start 

and are implemented with a focus 
on sustainable environmental 
outcomes. 

We partner with clients to tailor 
solutions to meet their specific 
needs, developing projects that 
encompass:
• agricultural conservation practices
• transportation systems
• water resources
• ecological restorations, and
• environmental documentation.

> What comes to mind when you hear someone 
talk about the environment? 
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FEATURED SERVICE AREA

We start by identifying goals and 
success criteria for each project and 
client. Our scientists and engineers 
are devoted to delivering projects that 
ensure appropriate documentation 
and assessment; create designs 
that maintain the integrity of the 
natural systems; and successfully 
navigate the often complex regulatory 
environment. 

Our staff’s clear communication 
approach helps save time and 
energy, reduce frustration, and 
potentially save fiscal resources.

OUR APPROACH
Environmental projects don't 
come without challenges. Finding 
solutions to today’s agricultural, 
mining, transportation, and water 
resource challenges is complex. 
These multifaceted projects require 
public engagement, fieldwork, and 
interdisciplinary approaches. Today’s 
regulatory environment is more 
complex than ever, requiring specific 
coordination with county, state, and 
federal agencies to gain necessary 
regulatory approvals. 

In the race to stay ahead in an 
ever-changing industry and society, 
HEI has introduced new technology 
to make fieldwork faster. Our staff 
uses state-of-the-art geographic 
information system (GIS) data 
collection methods to capture, 
preserve, and present all the data 
within the GIS environment. Our 
methods may include custom iPad 
and mobile technology—developed 
by HEI—to capture field data, 
photos, and GPS positioning in 
real time and maintain the highest 
level of data integrity and quality 
assurance. This information 

The Manston Slough Restoration project was a large-scale wetland restoration 
with many complex factors. It's been recognized with multiple awards from the 
Minnesota Environmental Initiative, Minnesota Association of Watershed Districts (MAWD), and the 
American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC) of Minnesota. 

ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES

State and federal
   environmental compliance

Wetland assessment, 
   impact analysis, permitting,    

   and mitigation

Project planning

Environmental documents

Water quality

is synced automatically to a 
cloud server, allowing staff to be 
connected to the most current data 
collected at any time throughout a 
project. 

HEI’s environmental team enjoys 
cutting through the complexity and 
red tape for clients so their project 
vision can be fulfilled. To us it 
takes on more than just a business 
relationship. 

Environmental Scientist Emmy 
Baskerville of HEI’s Maple Grove 
office stated it well during the 
wetland restoration of Brown’s 
Preserve in Columbus, Minnesota. 
Emmy was at the site two days 
a week spanning two growing 
seasons. “When you’re out there 
that often,’ she noted, “it makes you 
very invested in 
the success of the 
project.” 

Our staff's clear 

communication 

approach helps save 

time and energy, 

reduce frustration, and 

potentially save fiscal 

resources.

Waste management
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EMPLOYEE 
SPOTLIGHT

INSIDE HEI

MICHAEL GUNSCH

Getting to know

Q: Do you have an 
intersting story while 
working at HEI?
The 2011 flood event 
[in Bismarck], while 

tragic for many, 
was a significant 
character-builder 
for everyone in the 
office at the time. 
We took on the 
tasks and worked 
untold hours 
for two weeks 
to protect our 
communities.  This 

mindset and feeling 
is part of who we 

are. This direct one-
to-one connection 
remains.  The goal was 
if we started we will 
succeed—and we did.

Q: What has been the 
most rewarding project 
you've worked on thus 
far at HEI?
Those not yet 
completed! Once a 
project is complete, you 
drive by every so often 
and say, "yeah, I was 
involved in that." That 
being said, the Jackman 
Coulee projects were 
like watching your 
efforts in study to 
design become reality.

Q: Are you involved 
in your community 
or any professional 
organizations?
I am currently Vice 
Chairman of the Friends 
of Lake Sakakawea 
(FOLS), an organization 

Michael Gunsch, PE, CFM, is a senior project 
manager serving out of HEI's Bismarck office 
since 2002 whose passion is water resources. 
He is involved in urban/rural watershed master 
planning, floodplain/floodway determinations 
and delineations, and site plans as well as land 
development programming. 

Michael is a NDSU alumnus (Go Bison!) and 
originally from Jamestown, ND. Michael enjoys 
staying active in his community through 
professional organizations and volunteering. 

focused on making 
a good lake great. I 
represent economic 
development and am 
Chairman of the Lake 
Access Committee, and 
have been a registered 
lobbyist for several 
sessions. 

I was recently elected to 
serve on the Executive 
Board representing 
Flood Control for the 
North Dakota Missouri 
River Advisory Council, 
and I am also a member 
representative for the 
FOLS. This came after 
serving for two years 
on the Missouri River 
Leadership Committee, 
the group that worked 
to create this new 
organization.

I've volunteered for 
the North Dakota 
MathCounts program 
for more than 25 years 
before taking a break.

I am actively involved 
in the North Dakota 
Society of Professional 
Engineers Education 
Foundation and served 
as its president for a 
number of years. 

I am currently on the 
Board of Directors 
for Capital Credit 
Union in Bismarck, a 
$400+ million financial 
institution. 
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DONNA JACOB

Getting to know

Donna Jacob, PhD, CWD, PWS, is a scientist 
serving out of HEI's Fargo office. She ensures that 
HEI's clients are compliant with environmental 
laws by facilitating the permitting process while 
protecting the environment. Recently Donna 
earned her Professional Wetland Scientist 
(PWS) certification, one of only three North 
Dakota scientists with this credential.  

Originally from Chicago, Donna has been lucky 
enough to travel to more than 25 countries, 
including Ireland where she earned her PhD in 
botany. In 2006, she and her husband moved 
to Fargo where they started the Wet Ecosystem 
Research Group in the Department of Biological 
Sciences at North Dakota State University. 
Donna spent several years chairing committees, 
teaching, publishing scientific articles and 
presenting her findings at conferences. 

Q: Describe your role 
at HEI.
I work on wetland and 
river delineations, 
wetland restorations 
and mitigation, 
site monitoring, 
vegetation surveys 
and habitat 
assessments, and 
other biological 
projects. I report the 

results to clients and 
assemble permits for 

federal, state, and local 
agencies.

Q: What do you like 
most about working at 
HEI? 
I love working with 
ecology (wetlands and 
plants particularly) 
in the field and the 
challenges of juggling 
multiple projects in the 
office. 

Working with the HEI 
team is very refreshing 
after the atmosphere 
of academia. Everyone 
here works toward 
the same goals, each 
contributing their own 
expertise to finish the 
puzzle. I enjoy the 

office's relaxed yet 
energetic atmosphere.

Q: Any fun stories while 
working at HEI? 
Every field site brings 
new challenges. 
Sometimes it's fighting 
off mosquitoes, 
walking through 
clay mud, avoiding 
stinging nettles, or 
navigating through 
dense branches. The 
challenges are what 
I love about this job. 
They make for fun 
stories and a sense of 
accomplishment at the 
end of the day. 

Q: Describe your family. 
My husband, son, two 
cats, and I live north of 
Hawley, MN. We have 
40 acres of grassland, 
forest, wetlands, and a 
little bit of prairie. My 
husband is a wetland 
biologist at NDSU and 
my son wants to be a 
scientist when he grows 
up. 

INSIDE HEI
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INSIDE HEI

NEWS AND 
EVENTS

WELCOME NEW EMPLOYEES

Carl Entzie, EI
Civil Engineer

Bismarck

Brandon Goblirsch
GIS Technician
Maple Grove

Kris Guentzel, MS
Civil Engineer
Maple Grove

Rachel Hove
Proposal Assistant

Fargo

Ian Olson-Holmly, EIT
Civil Engineer
Maple Grove

Brody Rowley
Survey Crew Chief

Minot

Sarah Walker, EI
Civil Engineer

Fargo

Laura Triplett, MS
Scientist

Maple Grove

Jared "Brody" Yother
Survey Crew Chief

Minot

DJ receiving his motorcycle jacket from 
CEO/President, Jeff LeDoux

RETIREMENT
DON "DJ" JOSUND RETIRES AFTER 45 YEARS AT HEI 

It's not often in today's workforce that 
you hear of employees staying with their 
company for more than 40 years. Last 
December, HEI got to say goodbye to 
one who had been with us since the 
early years—Don "DJ" Josund. 

DJ was a survey crew chief with HEI in 
the Fargo office for the past 45 years. 
As one of HEI's original hires, his 
employee number was 0002 (George 
Houston being 0001). DJ celebrated 
his retirement with fellow staff, sharing 
stories and laughs. As a thank you for 
his many years of service, HEI gifted 
DJ a motorcycle jacket to wear while 
enjoying his favorite pastime. 

DJ with former vice 
president, Bob Muscha

View our career opportunities at houstoneng.com/careers
HEI is an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer

Donna Jacob, PhD, 
CWD, PWS

Scientist
Fargo
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INSIDE HEI

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND RECOGNITION

Brent Aakre, PE
Water Resources

Fargo

Ted Rud, PE
Water Resources

Fargo

Adam Ruud, PE
Transportation

Fargo

Aaron Schmidt, PE
Civil/Site Design

Bismarck

Bret Zimmerman, PE
Water Resources 

Maple Grove

EARNED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER (PE) REGISTRATION

Drew Kessler, PhD
Sr. Environmental Scientist

Maple Grove

Jun "Jay" Yang, PhD, EI
Civil Engineer

Fargo

EARNED PhD 

Nic Cullen, EI, CFM
Civil Engineer

Bismarck

Adam Nies, PE, CFM 
Civil Engineer

Fargo

Michael Gunsch, PE, CFM
Sr. Project Manager

Bismarck

EARNED FLOODPLAIN MANAGER CERTIFICATION (CFM)
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INSIDE HEI

COMMUNITY AND CULTURE

BABY BOOM

Staff got a little hairy in November in support of HEI's second annual 
"No Shave November" fundraiser for prostate cancer awareness month. 
HEI donated $1,600 to the American Cancer Foundation!

Nic Cullen proudly served as a basketball coach for 
a Youth Special Olympics team in Bismarck

Our Minot office received a New 
Leadership Donor Award from 
Souris Valley United Way for 
their contribution in making a 
difference in the community Employees continue to volunteer monthly 

for the Ronald McDonald House Charities 
Share-A-Meal program in Fargo

Since the beginning of 2015, we 
have seen TWENTY-FOUR 
babies born throughout our 
offices. HEI would like to send 
our congrats to all the growing 
families!
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INSIDE HEI

GRAND FORKS OFFICE

MISSOURI RIVER DAY PARK

Employees celebrated the holidays with office 
potlucks, decorations, and ugly sweaters

Trent Berg, PE Keaton Arneson, EI

Plans to develop more than 200 acres of state-owned land 
along the Missouri River in Bismarck, ND, into a day park—the 
first new state park in more than 25 years—is in the works. HEI 
is proud to be involved in this community-focused project that 
residents and visitors can enjoy for years to come. 

HEI is proud to now serve the Grand Forks area with Trent 
Berg, PE, serving as Grand Forks Office Manager. For more 
than 11 years, he has helped clients seek solutions for their 
projects in various areas of civil engineering. Keaton Arneson, 
EI, serves as a civil engineer supporting various projects 
among HEI's many service areas. To learn more about our 
locations and services, visit houstoneng.com.

Follow the project's Facebook page for updates
facebook.com/Missouri-River-Day-Park

STAY CONNECTED

Visualization of an observation area
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1401 21st Avenue North • Fargo, ND 58102

houstoneng.com

Serving You Today

RECENT PROJECT AWARDS

REGISTRATION 
OPEN ONLINE!

Register and learn more at
teeitup.club

Learn more about these projects at houstoneng.com

Get your clubs ready! HEI is once 
again partnering with the American 

Red Cross of the Dakotas in our 
annual golf tournament fundraiser 

scheduled for June 6th. 

We're hosting the event at a new 
location on the beautiful course 
of Apple Creek Country Club in 
Bismarck, ND. We're looking for 

participants and sponsors to make 
this event a great success. All 

contributions are tax deductible. 

1. Manston Slough Restoration: ACEC of Minnesota Engineering Excellence Honor 
Award and MAWD Project of the Year

2. Cass County Lake Shure Bridge Replacement: ACEC of North Dakota Engineering 
Excellence Award 

3. Moorhead Flood Mitigation: City Engineers Associaton of Minnesota Municipal Project 
of the Year

4. Fargo 25th Street and I-94 Interchange Reconstruction: North Dakota Ready Mix 
and Concrete Products Association Excellence in Concrete Gold Star Award

June 6th

1

2

43


